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Dear ACM TechNews Subscriber:

Welcome to the November 3, 2004 edition of ACM TechNews, providing timely information for IT professionals three times a week. For instructions on how to unsubscribe from this service, please see below.

ACM's MemberNet <http://www.acm.org/membernet> newsletter offers the latest information on ACM activities, member benefits, and industry issues. 

The The ACM Professional Development Centre <http://pd.acm.org/> offers ACM members free access to hundreds of courses and books, and the optional ITPro Collection.
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E-Vote Technology at Center Stage Amid Election Hype, Hysteria


Various independent monitoring groups received unverified reports of electronic voting machine malfunctions on Nov. 2, but the systems' actual performance may not be locked down for several days, according to ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1103w.html#item1>      to the top 

  _____  

Women Connect to Create Technology, Social Impact


Eight hundred people participated in the Grace Hopper Celebration Of Women in Computing held in Chicago last month and hosted by the ACM and the Anita Borg Institute for Women and Technology in early October. Among the ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1103w.html#item2>      to the top 

  _____  

NASA Technology Featured at National Computer Conference


The ACM Conference of High Performance Computing, Networking and Storage (SC2004) on Nov. 6-12, whose theme this year is "Bridging Communities," will spotlight NASA's Columbia supercomputer. Walter Brooks of the Advanced Supercomputing Division at NASA's Ames Research Center says, ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1103w.html#item3>      to the top 

  _____  

RFID Rights


Despite the early concerns of radio frequency identification device (RFID) technology developers, companies deploying the technology are paying little attention to consumer privacy issues. An implantable RFID chip recently made big headlines when the FDA approved its use in humans, but less ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1103w.html#item4>      to the top 

  _____  

The Big Election Beta Test


The Nov. 2 presidential election will be a major trial for computerized ballot systems that some 30 percent of registered U.S. voters--45 million Americans--are expected to use, by Election Data Services' estimates. What happens in the election will dictate the future development of ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1103w.html#item5>      to the top 

  _____  

Software-Patent Battle Set to Flare Up


As the European Parliament prepares to resume software patent deliberations, advocates and opponents are arguing their positions. The European Information and Communication Technology Association (EICTA) is lobbying for the institution of software patents, contending that thousands ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1103w.html#item6>      to the top 
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Heavy Price for Free Speech


Determining the degree to which players of online role-playing games should be permitted to exercise their rights to free speech and expression was a topic of discussion among a panel of legal and academic experts at the second State of Play conference. Frederick Schauer of Harvard's Kennedy ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1103w.html#item7>      to the top 
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SGI, IBM Wrest Lead From NEC


The title of world's fastest supercomputer has reportedly been stolen from Japan's NEC Earth Simulator by NASA's Columbia cluster and IBM's Blue Gene/L system. IBM and Silicon Graphics, supplier of the 20 Altix systems comprising Columbia, both claimed that internal tests demonstrated faster ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1103w.html#item8>      to the top 

  _____  

Makeover to Depict Washington as Young, Old and In Between


Reconstructing George Washington's visual appearance accurately was the task set before the University of Pittsburgh's Dr. Jeffrey Schwartz by the curators of the first American president's Mount Vernon estate. Schwartz's team is working to meet this challenge by tapping a wealth of ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1103w.html#item9>      to the top 

  _____  

Single Field Shapes Quantum Bits


Using funding from the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, the National Science Foundation, and the Army Research Office/Advanced Research and Development Activity, researchers at the University of Toronto and the University of Wisconsin at Madison have devised a scheme to control the ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1103w.html#item10>      to the top 

  _____  

NSF Awards $2.9 Million Grant


A Cornell University-led consortium has been awarded a $2.9 million IT research grant from the National Science Foundation (NSF) to pursue the study of new ways to improve privacy protection while collecting social science data for research purposes. Current techniques frequently fail to ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1103w.html#item11>      to the top 

  _____  

Make It Simple


Many computer experts agree that information technology must be simplified, an argument whose urgency is being fueled by a number of trends. Analyst Pip Coburn partially attributes increasing demands for simpler IT to the bursting of the dot-com bubble and the growing need among customers for ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1103w.html#item12>      to the top 

  _____  

When Hackers Attack


College and university IT administrators are learning to deal with hacker intrusions aggressively, implementing tough password-change policies and stepping up efforts to educate users. When Purdue University IT officials discovered their network had been hacked by someone using about 100 stolen ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1103w.html#item13>      to the top 

  _____  

Sony Lab Tips 'Emergent Semantics' to Make Sense of Web


Sony Computer Science Labs has developed an "emergent semantics" technology that uses software agents to automatically categorize and create ontologies for sharing data on the Web. The technology is an alternative to the Semantic Web technology currently under development at the World Wide Web ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1103w.html#item14>      to the top 

  _____  

E-mail at a Crossroads


Epidemic outbreaks of spam, phishing scams, and other abuses are threatening the usability of email and wearing down public confidence in the Internet; efforts to address the problem include initiatives by the Internet community to develop technological countermeasures, U.S. ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1103w.html#item15>      to the top 
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Can Computers Untangle the Neural Net?


Researchers who model computer prototypes after the brain are not the same as computational neuroscientists, who use computers as a tool to develop predictive simulations of neural architecture and communication that biology cannot support. Many labs are undertaking such research by ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1103w.html#item16>      to the top 

  _____  

Fast Forward


High-performance computing (HPC) continues to advance in terms of technical capability, but is also deepening its impact on the enterprise by offering new ways to support decision-making. The traditional scientific problems facing HPC--nuclear weapons design, weather system modeling, etc.--continue ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1103w.html#item17>      to the top 

  _____  

Enabling Technology Visionaries Share Their Secrets


Five speech technology enablement visionaries--Brooktrout's Eric Giler, Aculab's Chris Gravett, Eicon's Kipton Heuertz, NMS' Brough Turner, and Intel's Tony Neal-Graves--discuss their companies' strategies, strengths, and prospects and how they relate to the adoption of speech enablement ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1103w.html#item18>      to the top 
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